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Major project on track
By AVINASH SAXENA

MANAMA: Work on a new
multi-million dollar family shopping and recreation
destination is in the final
stage, with opening expected in the last quarter of this
year, it has emerged.

Located in Zinj on the
Shaikh Isa bin Salman
Highway, Galleria is a project by Dadabhai Group’s MD
Holding Company.
According to MD Holding
director Shabeer Dadabhai,
the open layout mall across
a plot area of 30,000sqm and
total built-up area of over
42,000sqm, also includes
a 12,800sqm hypermarket
extending over two floors.
“Galleria will be a refreshing
addition to Central Manama,
offering modern architecture
and open layout design, lush
landscapes and tree-lined avenues, as opposed to closed
recreational and shopping cenSIRE
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tres,” he added.
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new devices to consumers this year.
The mean estimate from a Thomson Reuters
I/B/E/S survey of 40 analysts tips a 6.7trn won
April-June profit, improving sequentially for the
third consecutive quarter. The contribution from
Samsung’s chip-making division is also tipped
to be just as significant as smartphone-related
income.
Chips likely out-earned phones for a third
straight quarter in January-March, analysts said,
as Samsung dominates in memory and grew
market share for system chips. Samsung opted to
use more of its own chips for its Galaxy S6 models and added chip maker Nvidia Corporation as
a new contract manufacturing client.
The smartphone business likely also saw
sequential shipments growth in the first quarter
as new mid-tier handsets such as the Galaxy A
and E models went on sale in major markets,
analysts said.
For all of 2015, profit is likely to rise six per
cent to 26.5trn won, according to a survey.
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Egypt firms
plan to list
on bourse

CAIRO: Three local energy-related firms with combined capital
of more than 8.5 billion Egyptian
pounds ($1.11bn) intend to list
on Egypt’s stock exchange, the
bourse said yesterday.
The listings form part of a
flurry of initial public offerings,
mergers and rights issues that
have boosted activity on the EGX
30 Index, which had struggled to
win investor confidence during
years of political and economic
turmoil since Egypt’s popular
uprising of 2011.
The EGX has attracted six new
companies in the first quarter
of 2015, representing combined
capital of around 4bn pounds.
EGX is “co-ordinating with
the three new companies that
are planning to list in the coming
period,” the exchange said in a
statement.
They are refining firm
MIDOR, which has capital of
$1.1bn, refrigeration firm Gas
Cool, with capital of 125.5 million pounds, and Nile Marketing,
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Samsung profit boost
SEOUL: Samsung Electronics Company Limited expects January-March profit to be its highest
in three quarters, beating expectations and suggesting that the tech giant is on track for an earnings recovery ahead of the launch of new flagship
smartphones.
Operating profit likely reached 5.9 trillion
won ($5.44 billion) in the first quarter, the South
Korean manufacturer said yesterday, versus the
5.3trn won average estimate of 41 analysts in a
Thomson Reuters I/B/E/S survey.
This was also better than 5.3trn won reported
for October-December even though the first
quarter tends to be a seasonally weaker period
as the industry comes off the year-end peak.
Samsung typically releases final first-quarter
figures towards the end of April.
Investors and analysts expect the Galaxy S6
and S6 edge models – on sale from Friday – to
revive handset sales and propel profits in coming quarters. Researcher Counterpoint expects
Samsung to sell more than 50 million units of the
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Brand new 4-storey building, 8 apartments,
each consists of 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,
spacious living room, 126 sq.m built up area,
and parking for two cars. Asking price
BD 430,000 (Negotiable). Ref. B138
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